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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Fifth Day: Sunday, March 25, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 864*-256-168-131—30%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #6 Offshore Trip (2nd race)—5-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #4 Hookup (11th race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)LANIAKEA: Controls pace from outset; wheeled back off 10 days rest  
(#4)LITTLE IRISHDANCER: Improved on this level; better at an 8.5F trip 
(#7)LEXI’S DOLL: Catches soft crew on the rise; gets a 7-lb. weight break 
(#1)HOLD THAT KITTEN: Lacked a winning bid in last two for $16,000 tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-7-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)OFFSHORE TRIP: Bred to relish the surface change to dirt; tractable  
(#5)GOLDEN KANTHAROS: Big drop off lengthy rest; has company early 
(#3)DREAMIN OF D’WILD: Race sets up for his late kick; 20-1 on the M.L. 
(#2)UNCLE MACE: Fuels a quick pace with the blinkers “on”; pop and stop? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-3-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)MILBRA: Sharp win vs. similar in last; neck shy of winning past two  
(#6)LOVING VALENTINA: Late jock change to Irad Ortiz, Jr.; wheeled back 
(#8)INDOMINUS: Won two of last three for $6,250; value on the tote board 
(#1)PRINCESS KNOLL: Fits on this level; never missed the exacta on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-8-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)THE ACCUSER: Capable fresh, sharp work tab; Navarro off the claim  
(#2)MR. PAPILLON: In good form; toss the effort two back—reared at start 
(#3)DEPENDABLE PHIL: Drops, blinkers “off”, gelded; some things to like 
(#4)RYTHMOFSIMMARD: Mild rally in last two; blinkers “on” the answer? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-3-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)DOMINANCE: Six-figure filly exits a live heat at Tampa; tons of upside 
(#6)EVERYONELOVESJIMMY: Quick early splits sets up her closing move  
(#5)INTO THE STARS: Green debut, sharp blowout since; sire gets runners 
(#3)GRACIAS ADIOS: Like the turf-to-dirt play; has company from outset 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)TOWNIE: Broke his maiden for $35K for fun; drops in for $16K here  
(#9)ARPINELLA: Solid form since turning back to 5F; 0-for-13 on GP turf 
(#8)WILDCAT SAINT: Tends to be bankrupt last eighth; game last time 
(#2)DENEB: Route-to-sprint play on the money; flat in last versus similar 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-8-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)FLIRTY: Cooked early on the drop in last start; hooks a soft crew 
(#9)ALL IN GIRL: Mild late gain on debut at Tampa for $8K; has upside 
(#10)TIKITACA: Lone board finish was at GPW; wide in last, wide today 
(#8)CARIBBEAN GIRL: Past form atrocious; takes a significant class drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-10-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)PLEIN AIR: Barn fires at a 23 percent clip off claim; 2-race win streak  
(#10)MISSWORLDVENEZUELA: Has the speed to clear; tighter this time 
(#3)ATHERA: In deep in starter ranks in last; gutsy win for $16K 2-back 
(#1)FEARLESS PRINCESS: No finish in last 2 at short odds; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-3-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)PERFUME LADY: Hooks weak bunch on debut for $50K; 1-hole hurts  
(#7)PRETTY SHEA D: Best effort to date for $12,500; hooks Fighting Glory 
(#2)MY SISTER’S KEEPER: Tampa invader has a sprint-oriented pedigree 
(#8)AWESOME CLASS: Route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt play has some appeal 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-2-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)JUST TALKIN: Good finish vs. tough field in last; third start off shelf  
(#7)FEAR NO EVIL: Flying late vs. similar off the layoff; improves today 
(#8)SUPERDUPER SKY: Rallied in last while wide off long layoff; tighter 
(#5)PASTIME: Last race set up for her late kick; moves forward off that try 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-8-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#1)SOUPER CATCH: Love the cutback to 1-turn mile setup; post a concern  
(#4)HOOKUP: Toss last on “good” strip; capable fresh, gets Irad, 10-1 M.L. 
(#2)TAKE YOUR GUNS: Toss last—horrid start; wants 2-turns, start away? 
(#6)AWESOME THOUGHT: Hit the board in last 4; speed, fade play—tighter 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-6 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#5)AULDWOOD LANE: Sits the perfect stalking trip, rolls by in the stretch  
(#4)HEIDI HO: Huge effort on the rise off shelf; she’s fast and stays 5F trip 
(#3)LAKE GENEVA: Game over a demanding course in last; pocket trip? 
(#9)POCKET BOOK: Sent into hot pace from 9-hole; best efforts with hood  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-3-9 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 


